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Abstract. The violated supersymmetry property of the pairing interaction between nucleons were restored using the Pyatov method [Pyatov and Salamov, Nucleonica 22, 127
(1977)]. The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the restored Hamiltonian with the separable residual Gamow–Teller effective interactions in the particle–hole and particle–particle
channels were solved within the framework of proton–neutron quasirandom phase approximation (pnQRPA). The Gamow–Teller resonance energies for 112−124 Sb isotopes and the
differential cross-sections for Sn(3 He, t)Sb reactions at E(3 He) = 200 MeV occurring by
the excitation of the Gamow–Teller resonance state were calculated. The calculated values
were compared with other calculations and the corresponding experimental data.
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1. Introduction
The spin–isospin excitations in nuclei, especially the Gamow–Teller (GT) excitations, play an important role in the investigation of the nuclear structure. These collective excitations also provide information on the Gamow–Teller resonance (GTR)
energy position and the GT strength distributions in nuclei. Reliable evidence
on the GT strength distribution at relatively low energies is of great importance
in understanding the basic astrophysical processes such as nucleosynthesis, stellar
collapse and supernova formation [1]. There are both experimental and theoretical
studies on the description of the GT strength distribution in nuclei. As far as experimental studies in the literature are concerned, different methods were attempted to
extract this distribution. Charge exchange reactions can be efficiently used for this
purpose. These reactions provide an important probe of the spin–isospin response
of the nuclei. For incident energies above 100 MeV, the isovector spin-flip component of the effective interaction was shown to be significant [2,3], so that reaction
cross-sections arose mainly from spin–isospin transitions. Because the momentum
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transfer at forward angles and low excitation energies is small, the reaction crosssection is dominated by GT transitions with ∆L = 0, ∆S = 1 and ∆J π = 1+ . The
cross-section, extrapolated to zero-momentum transfer, is proportional to the GT
strength between the same states. Out of these reactions, the (p, n) reaction is the
most common, and for several years, this was used successfully in the investigation
of the GT strength distribution [4–18]. As an alternative probe for the extraction of
the GT strength distribution, the (3 He, t) [19–30] and (6 Li, 6 He) [31–38] reactions
have also been proposed and used.
Theoretical descriptions of the GT strength distributions in medium and heavy
mass nuclei are given in some studies [39–48]. Kuzmin and Soloviev [39] calculated
the fragmentation of the GTR in heavy nuclei within the framework of the quasiparticle phonon model. Their results showed that the GTR spread only up to the
excitation energies of ∼30 MeV. Colo et al [40] studied the spreading of the GTR in
208
Bi and calculated its particle decay width using the continuum Tamm–Dancoff
approximation (TDA) and the Hartree–Fock (HF) formalism with several types of
the Skyrme interaction. They found that the strength distribution of the GTR was
located around an interval of 18–24 MeV. The energy of the main peak of the GTR
is higher than the experimental value by 2–4 MeV. The spreading properties of
the GTR in 208 Bi were studied by Dang et al [41] including two-particle, two-hole
(2p2h) configurations. The coupling to 2p2h states spreads GTR energy at 16.6
MeV. Moukhai et al [42] considered the continuum RPA approach and used the
Landau–Migdal parameter g 0 = 0.76 for calculating the GT strength distribution
in 208 Bi. The mean excitation energy of the GT resonance was found to be around
19.2 MeV. These collective excitations in 208 Bi was also investigated by Suzuki and
Sagawa [43] using the self-consistent HF and TDA. Their calculated value for the
GT resonance energy was 0.4 MeV lower than the experimental value. Bender et al
[44] investigated the effect of the spin–isospin channel of the Skyrme energy functional on the predictions of the GT distributions in 208 Pb nucleus. They concluded
that some terms affected the strength and energy of the GTR in finite nuclei without altering the Landau parameter g00 = 0.9. Recently, we have studied the GT 1+
states in 208 Bi [45] and the GTR energy calculated from ground state of the 208 Bi
was found to be 15.897 MeV. Drozdz et al [46] calculated the GT strength distributions for 48 Ca, 90 Zr and 208 Pb in local density approximation using the effective
interactions based on a Brueckner G-matrix in nuclear matter. The conventional
RPA theory was extended to include 1p1h as well as 2p2h excitations in a consistent way. They obtained a very reasonable description of the centroid energies
as well as the spreading width of the resonances in all three nuclei. Bertsch and
Hamamoto [47] studied the GT strength in 90 Zr using 2p2h configurations with
the M3Y interaction including a tensor part. Recently, Babacan et al [48] studied the GT 1+ states in 90 Nb isotopes and it was found that the GT resonance
energy was located at 7.61 MeV. Apart from the 90 Zr isotopes, the GT strength
distributions in 112−124 Sn isotopes was researched by Rodin and Urin [49] using
the partially self-consistent proton neutron quasiparticle continuum random phase
approximation (pnQCRPA). In ref. [50], a general review of the present knowledge
of collective spin–isospin excitations in nuclei is given.
In the present study, GT 1+ states were investigated using the method developed
by Pyatov and Salamov. According to this method, the broken supersymmetry
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property of the pairing interaction between nucleons was restored and the effect of
restoration on the GTR for 112−124 Sb isotopes was studied within the framework of
the pnQRPA method with the separable residual GT effective interactions in the
particle–hole (ph) and particle–particle (pp) channels. The same calculations were
performed in the phenomenological shell model basis also (without restoration).
The obtained results in both methods were compared with each other and with the
corresponding experimental data.
2. Theoretical formalism
The total Hamiltonian for the atomic nuclei as many-body systems is specified by
additive integrals of motion such as linear momentum P~ , angular momentum J~
and particle number N . These conserved quantities are the consequence of the
invariance of the nuclear Hamiltonian under symmetry transformations. But in
constructing the nuclear model or in an approximate resolution of the problem,
one often handles the Hamiltonians with broken symmetry. For example, the shell
model Hamiltonian is not a translational invariant, i.e. in the shell model the total linear momentum is not conserved. Also, for deformed potentials the angular
momentum is not conserved. On nuclei with N 6= Z, a shell potential contains
isovector terms besides the Coulomb energy and the proton–neutron mass difference, breaking the isotopic invariance. On nuclei far off the closed shells, the static
pairing (pairing field) breaks the gauge invariance. That is, the pairing potential is not commutative with the particle number operator and the GT operator.
The restoration method of broken symmetries developed by Pyatov and Salamov
was successful in the investigation of the electric dipole resonances (the excited 1−
states), the magnetic dipole resonances (the excited 1+ states and scissor modes) in
even–even nuclei and the isobar analogue resonances (IAR) (the excited 0+ states
and the isospin admixtures of the ground states) in odd–odd nuclei. It is important
to make the corresponding restoration for each giant resonance mentioned above.
For example, the broken translational invariance must be restored in the study of
the electric dipole resonance because other violations have no influence on this resonance. Similarly, the restoration of the broken rotational invariance is important
in the investigation of the magnetic dipole resonance. In the study of IAR states,
the isospin invariance of the nuclear part of total Hamiltonian must be restored.
As this study deals with GT transitions, the restoration of the broken supersymmetry property of the static pairing interaction potential (the broken commutativity
of the GT operator with the pairing interaction potential) is important. The other
violations mentioned above have no influence on the GT transitions. In the present
study, the supersymmetry property of the terms, including pairing interaction in
the nuclear part of total Hamiltonian, was restored using the Pyatov method. There
are two ways to make this restoration: First, the pairing interaction potential is
added to the Hamiltonian after the restoration of its supersymmetry property. Secondly, the mentioned restoration is made in the quasiparticle space. In this study,
the restoration was performed according to the latter method.
The schematic model (SM) Hamiltonian (the schematic model Hamiltonian does
not include h0 term) for GT excitations in the quasiparticle representation is usually
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accepted in the following form:
HSM = Hsqp + hph + hpp ,

(1)

where Hsqp is the single quasiparticle (sqp) Hamiltonian, hph and hpp are respectively the GT effective interactions in the ph and pp channels. As known, the
effective interaction constants in the ph and pp channels are fixed from the experimental value of the GTR energy and the β decay log f t values between the low
energy states of the parent and daughter nuclei (generally ground states). As mentioned earlier, the supersymmetry property of the pairing part in total Hamiltonian
was restored according to the Pyatov method. In this respect, certain terms which
naturally do not commute with the GT operator were excluded from total Hamiltonian and the broken commutativity of the remaining part due to the shell model
mean-field approximation was restored by adding an effective interaction term h0
as follows [51]:
[HSM − (hph + hpp ) − (V1 + VC + Vls + h0 , G±
1µ ] = 0

(2)

[Hsqp − V1 − VC − Vls + h0 , G±
1µ ] = 0

(3)

or

where V1 , VC and Vls are the isovector, Coulomb and spin orbital term of the shell
model potential, respectively. The restoration term h0 in eq. (3) is included in a
separable form:
h0 =

X 1
4γρ
ρ=±
X
×
[Hsqp − V1 − VC − Vls ), Gρ1µ ]†
µ=0,±1

×[Hsqp − V1 − VC − Vls , Gρ1µ ].

(4)

The strength parameter γρ of h0 effective interaction is found from the commutation
condition in eq. (3) and the following expression is obtained for this constant (for
details, see ref. [52]).
γρ =

ρ(−1)µ
h0|[[Hsqp − V1 − VC − Vls , Gρ1µ ], Gρ1µ ]|0i.
2

3. Hamiltonian
Let us consider a system of nucleons in a spherical symmetric average field with
pairing forces. In this case, the corresponding quasiparticle Hamiltonian of the
system is given by
X
Hsqp =
εjτ αj†τ mτ αjτ mτ , τ = n, p,
(5)
τ,jm
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where εjτ is the sqp energy of the nucleons with angular momentum jτ , and αj†τ mτ
(αjτ mτ ) is the quasiparticle creation (annihilation) operator. The GT operator in
the quasiparticle space according to quasiboson approximation is given as follows:
X
†
[b̄np Cnp
(µ) + (−1)1+µ bnp Cnp (−µ)],
(6)
G−
1µ =
np

†
G†1µ = [G−
1µ ] ,
†
where Cnp
(µ) and Cnp (µ) are the quasiboson creation and annihilation operators.

r
†
Cnp
(µ)

=

X
3
(−1)jp −mp hjp mp 1µ|jn mn iαj†n mn αj†p −mp
2jn + 1 m ,m
n

p

and
†
Cnp (µ) = [Cnp
(µ)]† .

These operators satisfy the following commutation rules in the quasiboson approximation:
[Cnp (µ), Cn† 0 p0 (µ0 )] = δnn0 δpp0 δµµ0 ,

[Cnp (µ), Cn0 p0 (µ0 )] = 0.

The h0 , hph and hpp effective interactions in quasiboson approximation are described in the following forms:
h0 =

X
npn0 p0 µρ

1 ρ ρ
†
(−µ)]
E E 0 0 [Cnp (µ) + ρ(−1)1+µ Cnp
2γρ np n p
0

·[Cn† 0 p0 (µ0 ) + ρ0 (−1)1+µ Cn0 p0 (−µ0 )],
X

hph = 2χph

(7)

†
[b̄np Cnp
(µ) + (−1)1+µ bnp Cnp (−µ)]

npn0 p0 µ0
0

·[b̄n0 p0 Cn0 p0 (µ0 ) + (−1)1+µ bn0 p0 Cn† 0 p0 (−µ0 )],
hpp = −2χpp

X

(8)

†
(µ) − (−1)1+µ d¯np Cnp (−µ)]
[dnp Cnp

npn0 p0 µ0
0
·[dn0 p0 Cn0 p0 (µ0 ) − (−1)1+µ d¯n0 p0 Cn† 0 p0 (−µ0 )],

(9)

¯ d are the reduced matrix elements. The complete expressions of
where E ρ , b̄, b, d,
these matrix elements are given in refs [52,53]. Thus, the total Hamiltonian of the
system according to PM is given as
HPM = Hsqp + hph + hpp + h0 .
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4. Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian given in eq. (10) were solved
within the framework of the pnQRPA method. We shall consider the GT 1+ excitations in odd–odd nuclei generated from the correlated ground state of the parent
nucleus by the charge-exchange spin–spin forces and use the eigenstates of the single
quasiparticle Hamiltonian Hsqp as a basis.
In pnQRPA, the ith excited GT 1+ states in odd–odd nuclei are considered as
the phonon excitations and described by:
X
i
†
[ψnp
Cnp
(µ) − (−1)1+µ ϕinp Cnp (−µ)]|0i,
(11)
|ii = Q†i (µ)|0i =
np

where Q†i (µ) is the pnQRPA phonon creation operator, |0i is the phonon vacuum which corresponds to the ground state of an even–even nucleus and fulfills
i
Qi (µ)|0i = 0 for all i. The ψnp
and ϕinp are quasiboson amplitudes.
Assuming that the phonon operators obey the commutation relations given below
h0|[Qi (µ), Q†j (µ0 )]|0i = δij δµµ0 ,
i
we obtain the following orthonormalization condition for amplitudes ψnp
and ϕinp :

X
0
i
i0
[ψnp
ψnp
− ϕinp ϕinp ] = δii0 .

(12)

np

The energies and wave functions of the GT 1+ states are obtained from the pnQRPA
equation of motion.
[HPM , Q†i (µ)]|0i = ωi Q†i (µ)|0i,

(13)

where ωi is the energy of the GT 1+ states occurring in the neighbouring odd–odd
nuclei. Let us note that these energies are calculated over the ground state of the
i
parent nuclei. The following linear equations are obtained for the ψnp
and ϕinp
amplitudes:
X
i
[(ρnpn0 p0 − ωi δnn0 δpp0 )ψnp
− (−1)1+µ ηnpn0 p0 ϕinp ] = 0
np

X
i
[ηnpn0 p0 ψnp
− (−1)1+µ (ρnpn0 p0 − ωi δnn0 δpp0 )ϕinp ] = 0.

(14)

np

The following double commutators are solved to calculate ρ and η matrices.
†
ρnpn0 p0 = [Cn0 p0 (µ), [HPM , Cnp
(µ)]],

(15)

ηnpn0 p0 = [Cn0 p0 (µ), [HPM , Cnp (−µ)]].

(16)

The following expressions are obtained for these matrices:
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X 1
ρ
Enp
Enρ0 p0
2γ
ρ
ρ

+2χph (b̄n0 p0 b̄np + bn0 p0 bnp ) − 2χpp (d¯n0 p0 d¯np + dn0 p0 dnp )
½X
ρ ρ ρ
E E 0 0
= (−1)µ
2γρ np n p
ρ
¾
+2χph (b̄n0 p0 bnp + bn0 p0 b̄np ) − 2χpp (d¯n0 p0 dnp + dn0 p0 d¯np ) .

The energies ωi are the roots of the secular equation:
¯P
¯
P
¯ (ρnpn0 p0 − ωi δnn0 δpp0 )
ηnpn0 p0 ¯¯
¯
¯ = 0.
¯
¯
¯P
P
¯
ηnpn0 p0
(ρnpn0 p0 − ωi δnn0 δpp0 ) ¯
i
The ψnp
and ϕinp amplitudes are found from eqs (12) and (14).

5. Matrix elements of β ± transitions
One of the characteristic quantities for the GT 1+ states occurring in the neighbouring odd–odd nuclei is the GT transition matrix elements. The 0+ → 1+ β −
and β + transition matrix elements are calculated using the following expressions:
+
−
−
+
Mβi − (0+ → 1+
i ) = h1i , µ|G1µ |0 i = h0|[Qi (µ), G1µ ]|0i
X
i
=−
bnp + ϕinp b̄np )
(ψnp

(17)

np

+
+
+
+
Mβi + (0+ → 1+
i ) = h1i , µ|G1µ |0 i = h0|[Qi (µ), G1µ ]|0i
X
i
=
(ψnp
b̄np + ϕinp bnp )

(18)

np

The β ± reduced matrix elements are given by
X
(±)
2
BGT (ωi ) =
|Mβi ± (0+ → 1+
i )| .

(19)

µ

The β ± transition strengths (S ± ) must fulfill the Ikeda sum rule (ISR).
X (±)
S± =
BGT (ωi ),

(20)

i

ISR = S (−) − S (+) ∼
= 3(N − Z).
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6. Results and discussions
In this section, the GTR energies in 112−124 Sb isotopes and the differential crosssection for Sn(3 He, t)Sb reactions at E(3 He) = 200 MeV occurring by the excitation
of the GTR state have been numerically calculated using PM. In the calculations,
the Woods–Saxon potential with Chepurnov parametrization
[54] was used and the
√
pair correlation function was chosen as Cp = Cn = 12/ A for the open shell nuclei.
The basis used in our calculation contained all the neutron–proton transitions which
change the radial quantum number n by ∆n = 0, 1, 2, 3. The reliability of our basis
was tested by calculating the Ikeda sum rule. The calculation results are presented
in table 1. The second and third columns in the table represent the calculated values
of sqp and PM, respectively. The fourth column shows the values of 3(N − Z).
As seen from table 1, the sqp and PM values are very close to each other and
the average value of their differences from the ISR values are ∼1.65%. The calculated values of ISR in columns 2 and 3 of table 1 differ because some solutions
of pnQRPA equations are lost. This loss however, has no important effect on the
GTR properties and the low-lying β-decay states. Furthermore, the difference in
the calculated values of ISR for nuclei having neutron excess can be attributed
to a partial transmission of the GT transition strength to a higher energy region.
To make an exact comment, the energy distributions of GT− transition strength
should be investigated for various Sb isotopes.
The energy distributions of the GT β transition strengths in various Sb isotopes
are given in figures 1–4. These distributions can be divided into three energy regions: low-energy region, GTR region and pigmy IVSMR region. The 1+ excited
states in the low-energy region are composed of proton–neutron quasiparticle transitions with ∆n = 0, and these transitions are weakly collectivized. The 1+ excited
state with the biggest BGT value in the spectrum is accepted as the GTR state.
The calculations show a highly collectivized state. Our calculations also show the
presence of the pigmy IVSMR region. The proton–neutron quasiparticle multiplets
with ∆n 6= 0 form the general 1+ states in this region. As seen from figures 1–4,
the GT transition strength has a more homogeneous distribution for heavier Sb
isotopes. This shows that some part of the GTR strength has been transmitted
to the pigmy IVSMR region. Furthermore, the GTR states calculated by [49], SM
and PM are listed in table 2 in comparison with the corresponding experimental
Table 1. The Ikeda sum rule calculated by sqp and QRPA for various Sn
isotopes.
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A

sqp

QRPA

112
114
116
118
120
122
124

34.51
41.61
47.61
53.10
59.14
65.10
70.43

34.67
41.79
47.60
53.09
59.06
65.06
70.42
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3(N − Z)
36
42
48
54
60
66
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Figure 1. GT β transition strength distribution in
(right).

112

Sb (left) and

114

Sb

Figure 2. GT β transition strength distribution in
(right).

116

Sb (left) and

118

Sb

Table 2. The 1+ excited state with the biggest BGT value in the spectrum
of different models for 112−124 Sb isotopes.
A
112
114
116
118
120
122
124

Exp. [55]

[49]

SM

PM

–
–
10.04
10.61
11.45
12.25
13.25

9.00
9.25
9.50
12.50
13.25
13.90
14.30

8.80
9.76
11.03
16.17
17.12
18.62
19.92

8.90
9.38
9.80
10.62
11.47
12.39
12.93

data. The calculated GTR relative strength in PM is found to be in a reasonable
agreement with the respective experimental data [55].
The calculated GTR energy values of different models for 112−124 Sb are given in
figure 5. The energies were calculated from the ground state of the parent nucleus.
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Figure 3. GT β transition strength distribution in
(right).

Figure 4. GT β transition strength distribution in

120

124

Sb (left) and

122

Sb

Sb.

The solid curve with rectangles corresponds to the calculated values by PM, the
medium dash line with stars corresponds to the experimental values, the short dash
line with circles corresponds to the calculated values by SM and the dotted curve
with triangles corresponds to [49]. To investigate the influence of the restoration
term (h0 ) on ωGTR values, the same χph and χpp values were used in the calculations
performed by PM and SM. It should be noted that the χph and χpp values were
chosen in such a way that the obtained ωGTR values in PM were in good agreement
with the corresponding experimental values. According to Rodin et al [49], the
calculated ωGTR values in PM are closer to the corresponding experimental data.
As can be seen from figure 5, the energy values in PM are smaller than those in SM
except for A = 112 isotope. This shows that the restoration term has an attractive
character in 114−124 Sb isotopes and a repulsive character in 112 Sb isotope. It can
also be clearly seen that the h0 term becomes more attractive as the (N − Z)
difference increases. In other words, the attractiveness of h0 is more effective in
heavier isotopes.
In figure 6, the energy differences between GTR and IAR calculated by PM are
presented and compared with other theoretical calculations and the corresponding
658
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Figure 5. The GTR energies calculated by different models for various Sb
isotopes.

Figure 6. The energy difference between GTR and IAR for various Sn
isotopes.

experimental data. The solid curve with rectangules corresponds to the calculated
values by PM, the medium dash line with stars corresponds to the experimental
values taken from ref. [55], the short dash line with circles corresponds to Rodin et
al [49] and the dotted curve with triangles corresponds to the data calculated by
the phenomenological formula (ωGTR − ωIAR = 26A−1/3 − 18.5(N − Z)/A MeV)
[56]. The ωIAR values in the PM calculations were taken from ref. [57]. It is clearly
seen from figure 6 that the calculated energy differences in PM are closer to the
corresponding experimental data in comparison with the other calculations.
To reliably predict the GTR properties in 112−124 Sb isotopes, the differential
cross-sections of zero degrees for the excitation of the GTR were calculated for
112−124
Sn (3 He, t) 112−124 Sb reactions at E(3 He) = 200 MeV. The following formula
was used in the calculations [55]:
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µ

dσ
dΩ

¶

µ
(q ≈ 0, θ = 0◦ ) =
GT

µ
πh̄2

¶2 µ

kf
ki

¶
2
NGT JGT
BGT ,

(22)

where JGT is the volume integral of the central part in the effective spin–isospin
interaction, NGT is the distortion factor which may be approximated by the function
exp(−xA1/3 ), the value of x is taken from ref. [13], µ, k and BGT denote the
reduced mass, the wave number in the centre of mass system and the square of
the GT-reduced matrix elements, respectively. The JGT volume integrals were
taken from eq. (22) using the experimental cross-section values in ref. [55]. The
JGT integral was calculated for BGT = 3(N − Z) and BGT = 3(N − Z)/2 values.
The JGT values found for both assumptions are given in figure 7. JGT was found
to be ≈100 MeV fm3 in the first assumption and ≈140 MeV fm3 in the second
assumption. Although the JGT value found in the first assumption is smaller than
those found in ref. [13] ((172 ± 17) MeV fm3 ) and [57] (168 MeV fm3 ), the value
found according to the second assumption is closer to the values in these studies.
In figure 7, the solid curves with empty rectangles and empty circles correspond to
the results of the first and second assumptions, respectively. As can be seen from
figure 7, the JGT value found from the first assumption (BGT = 3(N − Z)) is ≈100
MeV fm3 . This value is less than the results obtained from ref. [13] ((172 ± 17)
MeV fm3 ) and [57] ((168 MeV fm3 )) by 45%. The JGT value found from the second
assumption (BGT = 3(N −Z)/2) is ≈140 MeV fm3 and closer to the results from ref.
[13,57]. The differential cross-sections were calculated using JGT values obtained
in both assumptions. The calculation results are compared with the corresponding
experimental values in figure 8. In figure 8, the solid curves with filled circle,
empty rectangles and empty circles correspond to the experimental values, the
volume integral with the first assumption and the volume integral with the second
assumption, respectively. As can be seen from figure 8, the volume integral found
from the second assumption is closer to the values in the experimental data. As
a result, the calculated values of the volume integral of the central part in the
effective spin–isospin interaction in 112−124 Sb isotopes are is good agreement with

Figure 7. The calculated values of the volume integral of the central part in
the effective spin–isospin interaction in 112−124 Sb isotopes.
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Figure 8. The differential cross-section values for Sn(3 He, t)Sb reactions at
E(3 He) = 200 MeV occurring by the excitation of the GTR state.

the differential cross-section values for Sn(3 He, t)Sb reactions at E(3 He) = 200
MeV occurring by the excitation of the GTR state.
7. Conclusions
The GT 1+ states in 112−124 Sb isotopes were investigated for two different cases
within the framework of the pnQRPA method. (1) The pnQRPA procedure was
applied for the Hamiltonian which had the pairing part with supersymmetry property. (2) The same procedure was followed for SM Hamiltonian. Thus, it became
possible to determine the influence of the restoration on the GTR for various Sb
isotopes.
The GT− strength distribution has a crucial role in understanding the GT 1+
states and so the energy distributions of GT− strength were calculated for various
Sb isotopes. The spectrum of these 1+ excited states consisted of low-energy region,
the GTR region and the pigmy IVSMR region. The GT transition strength had
a more homogeneous distribution with the increase of (N − Z) difference. Thus,
some part of the contribution of GTR to ISR was transmitted to the IVSMR states.
This was also confirmed by the calculated values of the differential cross-sections for
Sn(3 He, t)Sb reactions at 200 MeV and the GTR energies for 112−124 Sb isotopes.
The calculations of the differential cross-sections were done according to two different assumptions. The agreement of the calculated values in the second assumption
(BGT = 3(N − Z)/2) with the corresponding experimental values shows a partial
transmission of the GTR strength to the IVSMR states. The increase in GTR
energy with the increase of (N − Z) difference means that the GTR and IVSMR
states come closer to each other.
Furthermore, the GTR energy was calculated within SM to understand the effect of restoration on the GTR. The calculated values of GTR energies for all
Sb isotopes under consideration show that the restoration term has an attractive
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character except for A = 112 isotope. The repulsiveness of the restoration term for
this isotope can be associated with the strength of the attractive isovector interaction. As known, the isovector potential is proportional to the (N − Z) difference.
Therefore, the restoration term may be repulsive for some light isotopes. The attractiveness of the restoration term naturally affects the fixed values of the χph and
χpp constants. Thus, the fixed χph value in PM is greater than that in SM and the
fixed χpp value in PM is smaller than that in SM.
Both PM and SM give a good agreement with the corresponding experimental
data depending on the choice of the χph and χph parameters. The restoration of
supersymmetry property of the pairing interaction is however, physically important.
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